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Abstract. Lanthana on alumina samples (0.2, 0.8 and 4.7 theoretical monolayers) were prepared by 

incipient wetness impregnation using -Al2O3 as support. Characterization has been performed by 

BET, XRD, skeletal FT-IR, DR-UVvis, XPS, HR-TEM, IR spectra of the surface OH, adsorbed 

pyridine and CO2, and isopropanol TPD. Ethanol conversion was investigated both in temperature-

programmed surface reaction (TPSR) dynamic conditions as well as in steady-state flow reactor 

tests. Lanthanum addition stabilizes alumina with respect to sintering and loss of surface area and 

La- containing phases are observed only for the high-La loaded catalyst. La-alumina catalysts are 

less active in ethanol dehydration than alumina but more selective to diethyl ether at partial 

conversion. 5%La2O3/Al2O3 is also equally or more selective than alumina to ethylene at high 

conversion, producing less carbonaceous material during reaction. Thus, this catalytic system might 

be a good candidate for (bio)ethylene production through (bio)ethanol dehydration. 
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1. Introduction  

Lanthanum oxide is reported to be an excellent basic catalyst for a number of reactions
1
. In contrast, 

alumina is considered an excellent Lewis acid catalyst
2
. The addition of lanthanum is known to 

stabilize alumina for high temperature applications
3,4

, such as catalytic combustion
5
. This is one of 

the reasons that La2O3 is included in the composite CeO2-ZrO2-La2O3-Al2O3 washcoats used to 

support noble metal catalysts in catalytic converters for gasoline engine cars
6
 as well as in catalyzed 

diesel particulate filters
7,8

. 

La2O3 addition was also found to improve catalytic activity, stability and resistance to coking of a 

number of alumina supported metal catalysts such as Ni/Al2O3 catalysts for the steam reforming of 

ethanol
9,10

, steam reforming of biomass tars
10

, dry reforming of methane
11

 and steam gasification of 

biomass
12

.  

“Second generation bioethanol”, i.e. ethanol produced by fermentation of lignocellulosics, could 

become a primary intermediate in the frame of a new chemical technology industry based on 

renewables
13 , 14

. Among the secondary intermediates potentially obtainable by converting 

(bio)ethanol, ethylene and diethyl ether can be obtained by catalytic dehydration. One of the best 

catalysts for these reactions is -Al2O3
15 , 16

, which allows yields of the order of 70-75 % in 

diethylether at ca 473 K and almost total yield in ethylene at temperatures in the range 573-623 K. 

Previous studies have shown that the performance of alumina, although very good, is limited by the 

production of small amounts of higher hydrocarbons
16-19

. A main point, additionally, is catalyst 

stability, due to the growth of carbonaceous materials that may progressively poison the catalyst
19

. 

Both phenomena might be due, at least in part, to acid-catalyzed overconversion of ethylene. Thus, 

doping of alumina with basic components could be beneficial.  On the other hand, catalysts with 

basic and/or redox properties catalyse the conversion of (bio)ethanol to a number of other relevant 

chemicals, such as acetaldehyde, acetone, butenes, butadiene, etc
20,21

. 

To shed light into the chemistry of ethanol on oxide surfaces, we investigated its conversion over 

alumina modified by lanthana in parallel with the surface acido-basicity of this system. The aim of 

this investigation is dual: i) to look at the effect of  lanthanum doping on the acidic properties of 

alumina and its performance in ethanol dehydration; and ii) to look at the effect of lanthanum-rich 

catalysts, supposed to be moderately basic, on ethanol conversion. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials preparation 
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Catalysts were prepared using Puralox 200 Sba (-Al2O3, 200 m
2
/g) from Sasol previously calcined 

at 1023 K for 5 h as bare support.  The catalytic materials, summarized in Table 1, were prepared 

through incipient wetness impregnation using La(NO3)3*xH2O (x4) (from Alfa Aesar) aqueous 

solutions. The theoretical amounts of La precursor to obtain 5%, 20% and 80% oxide on alumina 

(measured as wtLa2O3
/wtAl2O3 x 100 was dissolved in a volume of deionised water such that the total 

liquid volume was equal to the pore volume of the material. A step of drying at 353 K in vacuum 

was undertaken for 15 h and calcination in air at 1023 K for 5 h (with a heating rate of 2 K/min) 

was performed. The sample notation adopted is: A alumina, xLaA for La containing catalysts with x 

the loaded lanthana weight percent as previously defined.  

2.2 Materials characterization 

Surface area measurements were performed using a Micromeritics Autochem 2920 with a single 

point method. The samples were previously pretreated in He at 523K in order to desorb or 

decompose potentially adsorbed surface species. 

X-Ray diffraction patterns were recorded using Cu K radiation (=0.15406 nm). XRD analysis of 

the fresh catalysts was performed on a Rigaku Smartlab Cu-source powder diffractometer. Cu Kα 

radiation was used with a power setting of 45kV and 200mA. Scan rate of 2º/min with a 0.02º step 

size was used. Powder patterns were indexed by comparing experimental results to the data reported 

in the Pearson’s Crystal Data database
22

. 

FTIR studies were performed on compacted powder disks of 15-30 mg activated in vacuum at 773 

K before adsorption experiments. CO2 (several Torr) was adsorbed at room temperature (RT) and 

spectra were recorded in the presence of the gas and after outgassing at room temperature and at 

increasing temperature. Pyridine (5 torr) was put in contact with the catalysts for ten minutes and 

then outgassed at different temperatures (473-773 K). In all cases, a Nexus ThermoNicolet 

instrument was used (OMNIC software, DTGS detector, 100 scans). All the spectra are reported in 

common scale. 

DR-UVvisNIR spectra were collected with a JASCO V570 instrument equipped with an integrating 

sphere.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted by using the Thermo Scientific 

monochromatic Al K line (1.4866 keV) as the excitation source. Binding energies were measured 

on a multi-channel detector with pass energy of 50 eV and energy step of 0.05 eV for high-

resolution scans and 0.5 eV for survey scans. Spectral regions are O1s, Al2p and La3d. All the 

spectra were referenced to the elemental carbon at binding energy (BE) of 284.8 eV. Quantitation of 
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surface components was based on peak fitting and normalization of O (1s), La (3d 5/2), and Al (2p) 

primary peaks.  

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) was conducted on a JEOL 2010 

electron microscope with 200kV and 110µA beam emission. 

SEM-EDX characterization was performed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) EVO 40 (Carl 

Zeiss SMT Ltd, Cambridge, England) equipped with a Pentafet Link Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDXS) system managed by the INCA Energy software (Oxford Instruments, 

Analytical Ltd., Bucks, U.K.) to evaluate composition of the overall samples. Quantitative EDX 

analysis was carried out using an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a counting time of 50 s, using a 

cobalt standard in order to monitor the beam current, gain and resolution of the spectrometer.  

Isopropanol temperature-programmed desorption tests (IPA-TPD) have been performed using a 

Micromeritics Autochem 2920. Prior to IPA-TPD, the samples (0.11 g) were pretreated in helium at 

523 K (heating rate 15K/min, hold 30 minutes) in order to remove moisture. Saturation with 

isopropanol was carried out at room temperature by flowing 30 mlHe/min in a bubbler for 1 hour, 

followed by a complete purging with He (30ml/min) for 1 hour. TPD was then carried out flowing 

30 mlHe /min and increasing temperature at 5K/min: products were continuously acquired using a 

mass spectrometer. 

 

2.3 Catalytic experiments 

Temperature programed surface reaction (TPSR) dynamic experiments with ethanol were done with 

0.1 g of catalysts diluted in 0.2 g quartz beads by varying the temperature from RT to 973 K in 4 h 

and holding at that temperature for 10 minutes. The flowrate was set at 50 ml/min and the ethanol 

concentration was 7.9 % (% v/v) fed with a syringe pump. The analysis of the product gas was done 

with a mass spectrometer following sixteen different m/z values; and to obtain a quantitative 

measurement, a three point calibration was done for each evolved species. Moreover, a complete 

analysis was done in order to separate the overlap between signals, thus obtaining quantitative 

results (mol/mol, %). 

Catalytic experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure in a tubular flow reactor (i.d. 6 mm) 

using 0.500 g catalyst (60-70 mesh sieved, thus achieving a ratio between the particle and internal 

reactor diameter near 25) and feeding ethanol (96% assay, from Sigma Aldrich) in nitrogen with 

11.6 h
-1

 WHSV (total flow rate of 80 cc/min). The carrier gas (nitrogen) was passed through a 
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bubbler containing ethanol maintained at constant temperature (298 K) in order to obtain the desired 

partial pressures. The temperature in the experiment was varied stepwise from 423 K to 773 K. 

Ethanol conversion is defined as usual:  

XEtOH = (nEtOH(in) – nEtOH(out))/nEtOH(in)    

While selectivity to product i is defined as follows: 

Si = ni/(i(nEtOH(in) – nEtOH(out)))    

where ni is the moles number of compound i, and νi is the ratio of stoichiometric reaction 

coefficients.  

The outlet gases were analyzed by a gas chromatograph (GC) Agilent 4890 equipped with a Varian 

capillary column “Molsieve 5A/Porabond Q Tandem” and TCD and FID detectors in series. In 

order to identify the compounds of the outlet gases, a GC-MS Thermo Scientific with TG-SQC 

column (30 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 m) was used. 

 

2.4 Temperature programmed oxidation of spent catalysts 

Temperature programmed oxidation (O2-TPO) was carried out mixing 0.150 g of the spent catalyst 

with 0.500 g of sand (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and calcined at 1073K for 6 h prior to use). A 

mixture of 10% oxygen and 90% nitrogen was fed to the reactor, while temperature was raised from 

298 K up to 1123 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min. The outlet gases were collected online using a 

gas cell and an IR spectrometer (ThermoNicolet Instrument). Prior to each TPO experiment, an 

accurate background was collected with the same flow rate in pure N2. For CO2 and CO the signals 

at 2341 cm
-1

 (CO2 asymmetric stretching) and 2170 cm
-1

 , respectively, were used as as diagnostic 

bands. 

3. Results 

3.1 Characterization of the fresh catalysts 

3.1.1 Surface area measurements  

The surface areas of the catalysts are summarized in Table 1. The surface area of the pure alumina 

support decreases upon calcination (1023 K for 5 h) from 200 m
2
/g to 170 m

2
/g. Lanthanum 

addition does not significantly affect the 5LaA and 20LaA surface areas, while it affects 

significantly the 80LaA one.  

3.1.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
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In Figure 1, the XRD patterns of the samples under study are reported. The XRD pattern of the A 

support presents the pattern of -alumina, assumed to be a nearly cubic non-stoichiometric spinel
23

. 

In the cases of the 5LaA and 20LaA samples, the alumina’s XRD pattern is also present although 

significantly weakened. In the case of the 80LaA sample, alumina peaks are still present even if 

very weak, while sharp peaks are observed characteristic  of the LaAlO3 and the La(OH)3 phases
22

. 

3.1.3 Skeletal IR and UV-vis spectroscopic characterization 

The alumina spectrum (A) confirms the results obtained by XRD showing the typical features of -

Al2O3
23

 (Figure 1S). An analogous spectrum is observed for both 5LaA and 20LaA, thus 

confirming that the interaction of La species with the alumina bulk is small, if any, in these samples, 

as also suggested by the XRD patterns. The spectrum of 80LaA is definitely modified, with the 

additional formation of two sharp features at 646 and 418 cm
-1

. In the OH stretching region this 

sample also shows a sharp band at 3609 cm
-1

 and a broad absorption at 3446 cm
-1

, which 

correspond well to those reported for La(OH)3
24

. 

The diffuse reflectance UV-visible and Near Infrared spectra (DR-UV-vis-NIR) of the catalysts are 

reported in Figure 2S. The weak absorption in the UV region is typically associated with charge 

transfer transitions that gives rise in bulk oxides to bandgap transition. It is well-known that 

alumina is an insulator and its bandgap transition falls in the far-UV, i.e. at higher energy outside 

the range available with our instrument. A weak absorption observed in the spectrum of LaA 

samples at 280 nm in the near-UV region is likely associated to O
2-

 (2p)  La
3+ 

charge transfer. 

3.1.4 TEM microscopic study 

The TEM micrographs of the four as prepared samples under study are shown in Figure 2. The 

alumina sample shows nanoparticles characterized mainly by a prismatic shape, with 10-30 nm 

length and 5-15 nm width. The particle shape for 5LaA looks similar, while the shape of particles in 

the 20LaA sample is more rounded. Darker small particles are also apparent, likely due to La-rich 

material. The particle shape in the case of 80LaA is definitely different, with a more rounded shape 

and many small spherical La-rich particles. The average size of the La particles in 80LaA is 1.36 

nm by counting 85 particles in the HRTEM image of 80LaA. In this case, alumina serves as a 

dispersant of the La-rich phase in the LaA mixtures with high La concentration.   

3.1.5 Surface characterization with X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

In Figure 3, the XP spectra of the catalysts are reported in the O(1s), Al(2p) and La(3d5/2)  regions. 

In the case of alumina, as usual, the O(1s) signal is split, with a contribution near 530 eV that is 

assigned to oxide species and a second contribution at higher energy that is assigned to hydroxide 
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species
25

. The Al(2p) signal is single at 73.9 eV, as usual for -Al2O3
26,27

, confirming that this 

technique cannot distinguish among different coordinations of surface Al
3+

 ions. The O(1s) and 

Al(2p) spectra are not significantly perturbed by lanthanum addition in the case of 5LaA and 

20LaA, in agreement with previous studies
28,29

. However, the Al(2p) signal shifts slightly at higher 

energy while the O(1s) signal shifts slightly to lower energies.  

The peaks observed in the lanthanum 3d5/2 transition can be deconvoluted as due to two doublets in 

all cases. This splitting is a consequence of two different final states in the photon emission, and as 

a result of hybridization of 4f orbitals of La atoms with surrounding atoms (3d
9
4f

1
 and 3d

9
4f

0
 final 

states, for higher and lower binding energy peaks, respectively). The peak positions are reported in 

Table 1S while in Table 2 atomic composition from design, XP spectra and EDX are summarized 

for each sample with data in good agreement. In the case of 80LaA, a great variation in composition 

was obtained during the EDX analysis, thus confirming the presence of La- rich particles that were 

almost absent in all other samples. 

In 5LaA and 20LaA samples, the higher energy doublets are found at slightly higher energies than 

those reported for bulk La(OH)3
30

 and, even more, than those reported for La2O3
30,31,32

, LaAlO3
30,32

, 

and a number of La hexaaluminates
33,34,35

. The peak position in our spectra is even more shifted to 

higher energies than those reported for other La/Al2O3 samples
32

. As reported by Ferrandon and 

Björnbom
30

, the La 3d5/2 signal is found at slightly higher energy for dispersed La
3+

 than for 

stoichiometric compounds. This finding supports the idea that La disperses on the surface of 

alumina on the 5LaA and 20LaA samples without forming compound structures. Concerning the 

C1s signal, carbonate signal is detectable for all the samples characterized. For A, 5LaA and 20LaA 

a weak feature in the range 288-290 eV is detectable and assigned to metal carbonates, while only 

for 80LaA a more complex feature is observed in the region 284-292 eV. 

XP spectra of 80LaA provide evidence for a strong perturbation of the surface. In this case, both 

O(1s) and Al(2p) peaks are strongly split, with components at very high, quite unusual, energy that 

might be assigned to Al2(CO3)3. A similar behavior is observed for higher energy La 3d5/2 found at 

very high energy.  

3.1.6 Surface characterization by IR spectroscopy  

The spectra of the A, 5LaA and 20LaA samples after activation in vacuum at 773 K in the OH 

stretching region are reported in Figure 4 left. The spectrum of A shows the main bands at 3770, 

3728 and 3685 cm
-1

, with an additional shoulder near 3790 cm
-1

, typical of the surface OHs of -

Al2O3
2,36

. The intensity of the massive peak due to OH stretching bands of free surface OH groups 
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decreases significantly by the addition of lanthana. The spectrum of the 5LaA sample shows a broad 

and multiple component at 3720 cm
-1

, another maximum, sharper, at 3680 cm
-1

, and a weak 

shoulder at 3790 cm
-1

. The sharp component at 3770 cm
-1

 present in the spectrum of A has 

disappeared completely. The spectrum of the 20LaA sample presents a quite sharp peak at 3715 cm
-

1
, with pronounced shoulders near 3780 and 3680 cm

-1
. Interestingly, the spectrum does not show 

evident components in the region typical of La-OH groups observed on the surface of La2O3 

samples, typically found in the 3680-3610 cm
-1

 region
37,38,39,40

. In the case of the sample 80LaA, the 

disk has low transmission in the high frequency region, where weak bands at ca. 3715, 3680 and 

maybe 3620 cm
-1

 can be envisaged. The last one could be due to LaOH groups. The data show that 

for the 80LaA sample the La(OH)3 phase is decomposed under outgassing at 773 K. It is noted that 

while after activation in vacuum the A, 5LaA and 20LaA samples appear to be essentially clean, 

without bands due to surface species except OH groups, after activation at 773 K the sample 80LaA 

still shows quite intense bands due to carbonate species (see Fig. 4 right), which can be associated 

either to surface or to bulk lanthanum carbonates
38,41

. On the other hand, XRD does not reveal the 

presence of bulk lanthanum carbonates. It has been reported that bulk lanthanum oxycarbonates, 

(LaO)2CO3, which exist in different crystal structures, decompose into A-type La2O3 in the 

temperature range 1020-1140 K
42,43,44

. Thus, we expect that the residual carbonate species observed 

are not bulk carbonates but strongly adsorbed surface species.  

The surface acidity has been studied using IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine (Fig. 5). After 

outgassing at room temperature (r.t.), pyridine adsorbed on A gives rise to two main 8a band 

components observed at 1595 cm
-1

 (quite broad) and 1613 cm
-1

, together with a shoulder near 1620 

cm
-1

. They correspond to a complex 19b band centered at 1446 cm
-1

 with an evident shoulder at 

higher frequency. After outgassing at 573 K the main 8a band is that observed now at 1622 cm
-1

 

with a shoulder evident near 1615 cm
-1

, while the 19b band is now observed at 1456 cm
-1

. As 

discussed elsewhere, the 8a bands at 1622 and 1616-12 cm
-1

 are due to pyridine interacting with 

low coordination Al cations on the corners and on the edges (or in any case on defects) of the -

Al2O3 crystals 2,16,17,
 while pyridine bonded to Na

+
 impurity cations and to pentacoordinated Al

3+
 

ions contribute to the band at ca. 1595 cm
-1

.  

In the case of the 5LaA sample, the presence of Lanthanum causes only slight differences in the 

spectra of adsorbed pyridine. In particular, the intermediate component after outgassing at r.t. is at a 

slightly higher frequency, 1598 cm
-1

, while after outgassing at 573 K the main bands are observed 

at 1613 cm
-1

 (8a) and 1451 cm
-1

 (19b) with shoulders at higher frequencies. The band at 1598 cm
-1

 

could be attributed to pyridine adsorbed on Lanthanum ions acting as Lewis acid sites, in agreement 

with results reported for pyridine adsorbed on other La-containing oxides
40,45,46,47

. In the case of the 
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20LaA sample, two well different pyridine chemisorbed species are found with 8a components at 

1614 and 1600 cm
-1

, assigned to Lewis acidic Al
3+

 and La
3+

 species. The strongest alumina Lewis 

acid sites seem to have disappeared. In the case of the 20LaA sample only species with the 8a 

component at  < 1600 cm
-1

 (19b component at 1442 cm
-1

) are observed suggesting that only La
3+

 

species act as weak Lewis acid sites. Over this material, pyridine is fully desorbed by outgassing at 

523 K. 

As discussed elsewhere
48

, carbon dioxide is a good probe molecule for the characterization of 

surface basicity. In Figure 6, the IR spectra of the adsorbed species arising from the adsorption of 

CO2 on the 5LaA and 20LaA catalysts are compared. In the case of 80LaA no adsorption of CO2 is 

found, likely due to the presence of strongly adsorbed carbonates already in the samples outgassed 

at 773 K. The bands at 1643 cm
-1

, 1484 cm
-1 

(with 1450 cm
-1

 as a shoulder) and 1236 cm
-1

 observed 

upon adsorption of CO2 on sample A are due to surface bicarbonate species (C=O asymmetric and 

symmetric stretching, and OH deformation, respectively
49

). These bands show that over 

hydroxylated alumina few nucleophilic (basic) hydroxyl- groups exist converting CO2 into 

bicarbonate species, as discussed elsewhere2. The spectrum of adsorbed species is only strongly 

reduced in intensity by addition of Lanthanum for 5LaA, while it is definitely modified for the 

20LaA sample. In this case, the bands due to bicarbonate species broaden and shift to ca. 1630, 

1428 and 1229 cm
-1

, while bands due to  carbonate species at ca 1530 and 1350 cm
-1

 (asymmetric 

and symmetric C=O stretching), possibly with further components in the region near 1630 cm
-1

, are 

formed. This shows that La addition first inhibits the basic sites of alumina that produce bicarbonate 

species by CO2 adsorption, then, at larger loadings, provides new basic and nucleophilic sites for 

CO2 adsorption. The data are in rough agreement with those reported recently for similar samples 

by Feist and Hill
50

.  

 

3.1.7 Temperature Programmed Desorption of isopropanol (IPA-TPD)  

In Figure 7, isopropanol TPD profiles, recorded over the four catalysts, are shown. The strong peak 

observed for m/z =41 due to propene shifts progressively to higher temperature at increasing 

lanthanum loading from 438 K for A,  to ca 473 K for 5LaA, ca 523 K for 20LaA and to 598 K for 

80LaA, with a corresponding progressive decrease of the intensity of the peak. Desorption of intact 

isopropanol is essentially negligible. 

These data show that the addition of lanthanum causes a progressive decrease of the number and 

strength of the acid sites, which are considered responsible for propene formation.  

 

3.2 Catalytic activity 
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3.2.1 Ethanol Temperature Programmed Surface Reaction (TPSR) 

Ethanol TPSR curves on the four catalysts are reported in Figs. 4S-7S. On pure alumina A (Figure 

4S) the conversion of ethanol starts at 540 K producing diethylether whose desorption peaks at 620 

K. The production of ethylene starts at 580 K and grows progressively until 670 K. The amounts of 

observed by-products are essentially zero. An increased La loading produces a shift of ethanol 

conversion towards higher temperatures, i.e. from 550 K for 5LaA to 680 K for 80LaA (Figure 5S-

7S), and to the appearance of several byproducts (acetaldehyde, CO, CO2 and methane). 

The data show that dehydrating activity is predominant for all samples, but starts at increasing 

temperatures for increased La loadings, as found also by IPA-TPD. Additionally, the production of 

diethylether (DEE) progressively vanishes at increasing lanthanum loading, ethylene becoming the 

only dehydration product. The dehydrogenating activity to acetaldehyde becomes relevant for 

sample 80LaA, where however, the dehydration activity is still dominant. These findings are in line 

with the activity reported for pure lanthana, where low amounts of acetaldehyde are formed from 

ethanol conversion together with ethylene and reaction occurs at higher temperature
51

.  

 

3.2.2 Steady-state Ethanol Reaction Tests  

The data concerning the catalytic activity in steady-state ethanol conversion experiments are 

summarized in Figure 8, and in Table 3. The mass balance is essentially always fulfilled in these 

conditions.  

The performance of sample A in ethanol dehydration experiments is slightly different from that 

already reported for the same material, uncalcined
16

. At moderate temperature (473-523 K), 

conversion is also moderate (up to 0.74) and DEE is produced with high selectivity. The maximum 

yield to DEE is 68 % at 523 K. At 623 K, conversion is still incomplete (0.85) but selectivity to 

ethylene is now very high (84.8 %), while at higher temperature (623-673 K) conversion is total and 

yield to ethylene is > 0.967. Ethylene yield is limited by the formation of ethane and C4 

hydrocarbons.  

At increasing La loadings, the conversion of ethanol shifts progressively to higher temperatures. In 

parallel, the maximum yield to diethyl ether progressively decreases and shifts to higher 

temperatures, while the ethylene yield curve also shifts to higher temperatures.  

Only in the case of 5LaA, the ethylene yield is still very high at high ethanol conversion, with 

ethylene yields of 97-98.5 % in the temperature range 623-773 K. In this temperature range, the 

ethylene yield is the same (taking into account experimental error) and almost total on A and 5LaA. 

The small amounts of by-products are slightly different on A (ethane 1.5-2 %, 1- and 2-butenes ca. 

1-1.5 %) and on 5LaA (ethane 0.4 %, 1- and 2-butenes ca 1-1.5 %, DEE 0.5-1 %) 
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In contrast, the maximum ethylene yield decreases very much at higher La loadings, with the 

formation of significant amounts of by-products such as acetone, propene and C4 hydrocarbons. 

  

3.2.3 Characterization of spent catalysts 

 

In Figure 7S, images of the spent catalysts are reported. It is evident that carbonaceous matter is 

grown over them, and that the spent A catalyst has the darkest colour while the spent sample 80LaA 

has the lightest one. Correspondingly the spent sample A indeed shows the strongest absorption in 

the visible, as well as in the UV region (Figure 2S). A continuous absorption is observed in the 

visible range with a peak in the UV region at 330 nm. The spent samples 5LaA and 20LaA show 

definitely weaker absorptions, markedly different from each other. In agreement with the reddish 

colour, the spent sample 20LaA absorbs more than spent 5LaA in the higher energy part of the 

visible and in the UV, and less in the lower energy part of the visible. Sample 80LaA has the 

weakest absorption in the UV and visible ranges. In all cases, no evident peaks are observed in the 

visible, and this suggests that the nature of carbon matter is different here than that observed after 

ethanol conversion over protonic zeolites
19

, where definite peaks were evident.  

Temperature-programmed oxidation (O2-TPO) of spent A and 5LaA catalysts after ethanol 

conversion experiments have also been carried out (Figure 9). Indeed the amount of CO2 evolved 

from spent 5LaA sample is definitely lower than that evolved from spent A, while the amount of 

CO evolved from the two catalysts is similar. These data show that the amount and type of carbon 

matter formed on the samples A and LaA, which have similar excellent catalytic activity for 

producing ethylene at T 623-773 K, is different.  

 

4. Discussion 

The samples considered in this paper were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation technique 

using a well-known alumina support which was the object of previous characterization studies
16,18

. 

Taking into account that the theoretical monolayer was evaluated in previous papers
52,53

 to be a 

little more than 5 La atoms per nm
2
, the amount of lanthanum loaded (Table 1) can be evaluated. A 

small fraction of the theoretical monolayer is achieved in 5LaA, while a little less than a monolayer 

is estimated for 20LaA, and more than four monolayers for sample 80LaA.  

For 80LaA, all data show a strong interaction between the alumina and the impregnated phase. 

XRD, IR and XPS show not only the formation of La(OH)3 but also the formation of a mixed oxide 

phase (the perovskite LaAlO3). The strong interaction is also evident in the TEM images that show, 

together with La-rich particles, a strong modification of the alumina-rich particle shape, which 
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became rounded. The XRD pattern can also be interpreted supposing that a partial amorphization of 

alumina also occurred.   Looking at phase equilibria of the La2O3-Al2O3 system, the formation of 

two intermediate phases between La2O3 (which is stable up to 2300 K in the A-type rare earth oxide 

phase) and -Al2O3 (Corundum) is seen, i.e. the perovskite LaAlO3 and the beta-alumina phase 

LaAl11O18 
54

. Some authors report also the formation of metastable crystalline phases in the 

system
55,56,57,58

. Our study shows the high reactivity of -Al2O3 with La2O3 or its precursors (such as 

La hydroxide, nitrate or oxynitrate), producing LaAlO3 at 1023 K. Previous studies indeed showed 

that  crystallization of LaAlO3 can occur already at 873 K from co-precipitated powders
59

, although 

usually higher temperatures are needed (973-1173 K
60,61

), but their formation seems much easier 

than that of LaAl11O18 and of -Al2O3, which occur at higher temperature
62

. 

These findings indicate that even small amounts of Lanthana indeed tend to stabilize -Al2O3 

against sintering and loss of surface area (samples 5LaA and 20LaA), as it has been reported by 

several studies3,4. The formation of bulk lanthanum-containing phases can instead cause the reaction 

of -Al2O3 at moderate temperatures, with the formation of bulk LaAlO3, and an important decrease 

of surface area.  

Characterization data show that the 80LaA sample is largely dehydroxylated by outgassing at 773 K 

and fully lost the strong Lewis acidity of alumina. Weak Lewis sites due to La
3+

 ions and significant 

basicity associated to the strong bonding of CO2 in the form of strongly adsorbed or even bulk-like 

carbonates are observed. IPA-TPD confirms a strong reduction in acidity with respect to alumina 

(small propylene evolution only at 590 K) with the appearance of some basicity (acetone evolution).  

The activity in converting ethanol is also strongly reduced but, maybe surprisingly, diethylether first 

and ethylene later are still largely the main products. We must however point out that IPA-TPD 

experiments have been performed on samples pretreated at 523 K and catalytic experiments in 

ethanol conversion were performed on samples without any pre-treatment. Thus, in both cases the 

experiments have been performed on carbonate-covered 80LaA samples. This implies that the 

strong basic sites of the catalysts where indeed neutralized by surface carbonates. It is likely that 

high-temperature pre-treated samples would reveal a strong basic behaviour.  

The characterization of the 20LaA sample still shows -Al2O3 as the only phase without any La-rich 

phase formed. This agrees with published data for a similar sample
63

. The data arising from TEM 

and FTIR spectroscopy indicate that the surface structure of this sample, whose lanthana amount is 

near monolayer coverage, is strongly modified. Lanthanum species appear to be well dispersed in 

TEM experiments, with a resulting decrease of the number of the OH groups detected by IR 

spectroscopy. In parallel, IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine reveal the full disappearance of the 
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strongest Al
3+

 Lewis acid sites of alumina and the persistence of the medium strength Al
3+

 Lewis 

acid sites, with the concomitant predominance of La
3+

 weak Lewis acid sites. Medium-strength 

basic sites are also apparent, together with the weaker basic sites of alumina: in fact, both 

carbonates and bicarbonates form by CO2 adsorption, but both disappear by outgassing at 423 K. 

Also in this case, IPA-TPD confirms a significant reduction in acidity with respect to alumina (i.e. 

smaller propylene evolution at higher temperature, ca 523 K). The activity in converting ethanol is 

reduced but, maybe surprisingly, diethyl ether first and ethylene later are still largely the main 

products. In this case, IR spectroscopy data suggest that both IPA-TPD and catalytic ethanol 

conversion experiments were performed with a nearly clean surface. 

For sample 5LaA, the data suggest that Lanthanum ions spread over the alumina surface, covering it 

only partially. In fact, XRD and FT-IR skeletal data do not show modifications of the alumina. 

Interestingly, the surface area of 5LaA is essentially the same (taking in account the experimental 

error) as that of A. The TEM analysis does not reveal any relevant modification of particle size and 

shape of alumina by La doping. The original prismatic particles appear to be unmodified. 

The surface chemical characterization shows that over this sample the amount of the surface OH 

groups is markedly reduced, while the OH group responsible for the band at 3767 cm
-1

 is totally 

absent. In fact, this is what occurs in most cases when alumina is used as a support, showing a 

particularly high reactivity or presence of this family of surface OH groups [
2
]. On the other hand, 

the peak at 3728 cm
-1

 is also absent or remarkably decreased in intensity. According to a recent 

publication, this band could be due, at least in part, to the SiOH silanol groups associated to Puralox 

alumina (as on any other aluminas) due to a small amount of silica impurities (Si 52 ppm)
18

. The 

other features in the OH stretching spectrum are still observed, although also decreased in intensity. 

The presence of lanthanum species on 5LaA results also in reduced amount of bicarbonates formed 

on the surface upon CO2 adsorption. Pyridine adsorption indicates that, besides the presence of 

some La
3+

 cations acting as weak Lewis acid sites, the impregnation with lanthanum caused 

inversion of the amounts of Al
3+

 cations responsible for the pyridine species absorbances at 1622 

and 1613 cm
-1

. After La addition, when pyridine is outgassed at 573 K the band at 1613 cm
-1

 is 

stronger than that at 1622 cm
-1

, while the reverse is true for bare alumina. These data provide 

evidence of specific interactions of La
3+

 cations and the related O
2-

 counter-anions produced by 

impregnation/calcination. Lanthanum cations would interact specifically with the alumina basic 

sites (those producing bicarbonate ions from CO2 adsorption) while the O
2-

 counter-anions would 

interact specifically with the strongest Al
3+

 Lewis acid sites (those involved in the 1622 cm
-1

 band), 

enlarging their coordination thus converting them into the “medium Lewis acidity” Al
3+

 Lewis acid 
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sites (those involved in the 1613 cm
-1

 band). In some way, La
3+

 cations and O
2-

 counter-anions 

essentially partially neutralize the strongest Lewis acid-base couples of alumina. This confirms the 

hypothesis that the most active alumina Lewis acid sites are Al
3+

 cations (probably in trigonal 

coordination) and OH anions responsible for the band at 3767 cm
-1 

[
2
]. 

The catalytic IPA-TPD study confirms that the Lewis acidity of the 5LaA sample is definitely lower 

than that of alumina, resulting in a shift to higher temperature of the peak associated with the 

propylene production. In addition, the amount of produced propylene is significantly decreased. On 

the other hand, the production of acetone is very low, thus suggesting that basicity is very weak in 

terms of sites strength and/or amount.  

The catalytic activity in ethanol conversion of 5LaA is also reduced with respect to that of the bare 

support. In the TPSR experiments, it is very clear that the production of ethylene is shifted to higher 

temperatures by nearly 50 K. The same effect is found considering the steady-state step flow reactor 

experiments. However, this catalyst retains the ability of alumina to produce very high yields in 

ethylene, > 98 %, although only at higher temperatures. The selectivities to byproducts observed on 

5LaA at full ethanol conversion are slightly different from those observed on alumina, with a lower 

selectivity to propane and a slight production of diethyl ether at very high conversion. Interestingly, 

the selectivity to diethyl ether at lower conversion is much higher on 5LaA than on A: in fact over 

LaA at 573 K the conversion of ethanol is 82 % and the selectivity to diethylether is 72.8 % 

(corresponding to a yield of 60%), while over A at the same temperature (573 K) the conversion is 

slightly higher (85.2 %) but the selectivity to diethylether is much lower (12.5 %, corresponding to 

a 10.6 % yield) with ethylene already being the main product. This suggests that the alumina Lewis 

acid sites are located near the basic sites generated by lanthanum oxide species in the case of 5LaA, 

and this would favor the formation of diethylether as discussed elsewhere
64

.  

However, at higher temperature ethanol conversion is complete also over 5LaA and ethylene 

selectivity is also very high. The activity/selectivity of 5LaA and alumina are essentially the same at 

673 K, 5LaA being perhaps slightly better than alumina. However, the amount of residual carbon 

species after the catalytic experiments is significantly higher on A than on 5LaA. Thus, deactivation 

by coking in prolonged experiments would be smaller on 5LaA than on alumina, justifying the 

addition of lanthanum to improve the alumina stability under these conditions. 

 

5. Conclusions  
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The present study allowed us to confirm that the addition of lanthanum to -Al2O3 in amounts well 

below or close to the theoretical monolayer stabilizes alumina with respect to sintering and loss of 

surface area, as well as against carbon laydown. However, when higher amounts of lanthanum 

oxide are used (equivalent to ~4.7 theoretical monolayers in our case) the formation of bulk 

lanthanum oxide-containing phases can instead cause the reaction of -Al2O3 at moderate 

temperature, with the formation of bulk LaAlO3 and a significant decrease of surface area. In this 

case, the acid properties of alumina are fully lost and the surface is covered by strongly bonded 

carbonates at least if activation is performed at temperatures not higher than 773 K. The catalytic 

activity is much reduced with respect to alumina, but diethylether and ethylene are still the main 

products. It is likely that this material will display strong basicity after outgassing at higher 

temperatures.  

For a coverage similar to that of a theoretical monolayer (0.8 of a monolayer here), lanthanum 

species spread on the surface and neutralize partially the acido-basic properties of alumina. Under 

these conditions a new family of basic sites is produced, which have moderate basicity. The activity 

is definitely lowered with respect to alumina, but diethylether and ethylene are still the main 

products. The typical features of a basic catalyst do not appear.  

When the loaded lanthanum oxide species are in the range of a small fraction of the monolayer (0.2 

here), partial neutralization of the acido-basic properties of alumina is observed. The catalyst retains 

significant strong Lewis acidity and some new basic centers. The surface characterization data 

suggest that the La
3+

-O
2-

 couples interact specifically with the strongest acido-basic sites of alumina 

reducing the Lewis acidity but providing strongest acido-basic couples. These catalysts are less 

active in ethanol dehydration than alumina but more selective to diethylether at partial conversion. 

They are also equally or more selective to ethylene at high conversion, with respect to ethylene 

overconversion products. In addition, they produce less carbonaceous material during reaction. 

Thus, they are good candidates for application as catalysts for the production of (bio)ethylene from 

(bio)ethanol dehydration. 

Notes 

In the present paper with the common term bicarbonate, we always refer to hydrogen carbonate 

according to IUPAC nomenclature.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. XRD of the investigated samples and crystalline phase assignments: ◊ LaAlO3       

♠ La(OH)3 

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of the investigated samples. In the inset of 80LaA micrograph the 

particle size of La-rich particles is depicted. 

Figure 3. XP spectra of investigated catalysts are reported in the regions O1s (540-525 eV), Al2p 

(85-65 eV) and La 3d5/2 (850-830 eV). 

Figure 4. IR spectra of the investigated catalysts after activation in vacuum at 773 K in (left) OH 

region and (right) 2500-1100 cm
-1

 range with carbonate assignments. 

Figure 5.  IR spectra of pyridine adsorption for the investigated catalysts. In each case, spectra of 

pyridine adsorbed at r.t., after evacuation at r.t. and at 573 K are reported. 

Figure 6. IR spectra of CO2 adsorption at r.t. (solid line) and after evacuation at 423 K (dashed 

line). 

Figure 7. IPA-TPD results for the investigated catalysts. The profiles for m/z=41 (propylene), m/z 

=43 (acetone) and m/z=45 (isopropanol) are reported as a function of temperature. 

Figure 8. Results of flow reactor study for the investigated catalysts in terms of ethylene yield (Y 

Ethylene) and diethylether yield (Y DEE) as a function of reaction temperature. 

Figure 9. CO2 absorbance as a function of temperature during O2-TPO for A and 5LaA catalysts. In 

the inset the CO absorbances recorded for both catalysts are shown. 
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Table 1. Sample notation and surface area of fresh samples
#
 

Sample 

 

%La2O3 

100*wLa2O3
/wAl2O3

 

molLa2O3
/molAl2O3

 SBET 

[m
2
/gCAT] 

SBET 

[m
2
/gAl2O3

] 

Å
2

 Al2O3
/atLa atLa /nm

2
Al2O3

 Theoretical 

monolayer 

fraction* 

A 0 0 170 170 - 0 0 

5LaA 5 0.015 174 183 99 1.01 0.2 

20LaA 20 0.062 151 181 24.5 4.08 0.8 

80LaA 80 0.25 67 121 4.1 24.4 4.7 

# Calcined in air at 1023 K, 5 h. 

*Assuming 5.2 La atoms per nm2 of alumina as the monolayer coverage [53] 
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Table 2. Comparison of nominal, XPS and EDX composition in atomic % (** mean composition 

used for 80LaA) 

 

Nominal composition 
 atomic [%] 

XPS composition  
atomic [%] 

EDX composition  
atomic [%] 

Sample Al O La Al O La Al O La 

A 40.0% 60.0% - 42.1% 57.9% - 35.4% 64.6% - 

5LaA 39.4% 60.0% 0.6% 41.4% 58.2% 0.5% 33.9% 65.5% 0.6% 

20LaA 37.6% 60.0% 2.4% 38.9% 59.5% 1.5% 33.0% 64.7% 2.3% 

80LaA** 32.0% 60.0% 8.0% 34.1% 58.7% 7.3% 25.3% 64.2% 10.5% 
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Table 3. Catalytic performance of A and 5LaA at full ethanol conversion  

Sample T [K] X C2H6O S CH2CH2 S CH3CH3 S C4 S DEE 

A 623 100% 96.7% 1.9% 1.4% 0.0% 

 
673 100% 97.2% 1.6% 1.2% 0.0% 

 
723 100% 98.0% 1.5% 0.3% 0.0% 

5LaA 623 100% 97.2% 0.4% 1.5% 1.0% 

 
673 100% 98.4% 0.4% 1.0% 0.2% 

 
723 100% 98.2% 0.4% 1.0% 0.5% 
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Figure 7 
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